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is unspecifiedand seems ratherabstract. It may help to
note that Ev is used specificallyonlyto establishrelations
Ev(E, x) = Ev(E', x'), whichcould alternativelyalways be
writtenas (E, x)-.(E', x') where - is an equivalence
relation to be interpretedas "is evidentiallyequivalent
to." Of course we resortto this indirectapproach, consideringwhen it seems rightto say that two sets of data
1. INTRODUCTION
AND SUMMARY
enonlybecause ofdifficulties
have the same significance,
Various implication relations among the sufficiency,
counteredin moredirectattemptsto characterizein prelikelihood, and conditionalityaxioms are derived in a
cise generalterms"what the data say."
briefself-containedaccount restrictedto the case of disRecall the followingdefinitions:
cretedistributions.
This constitutesan improvementupon
1. h =h(x) is called an ancillary statistic if f admits the
correspondingparts of [1]. In particular the assertion
factoredform
withoutproof (p. 279) that conditionalityimplies suffif(x, 0) = g(h)f(x I h, 0)
ciency,questioned by Joshi [9], is proved.
in
Correspondingimplications the nondiscretecase are
whereg =g(h) =Prob(h(X) =h) is independentof 0. Here
fh =f(x! h, 0) is the indicatedconditionalpdf. (Eh, x) dealso discussed,partlywith referenceto anotherquestion
notesa modelofevidencedeterminedby an outcomex of
raised by Joshi [9] concerningthe significanceof nonthe experimentEh: (Q, Sh, fh) whereS= {x: h(x) = h}. E
uniqueness of determinationsof density and likelihood
may be called a mixtureexperiment,with components
g(h).
functions.
Eh havingrespectiveprobabilities
2. t =t(x) is a sufficientstatisticiff admitsthe factoredform
No attemptis made hereto reviewthe backgroundand
f(x, 0) = g(t, 0)f(xI t)
significanceof these conceptsof statisticalevidence and
theirstatus in relationto statisticalpracticeand theories
where g(t, 0) =Prob(t(X) =t10) and the conditionalpdf
of inference.My own currentgeneralviews are no longer
fe=f(x It) is independentof 0. (E', t) denotes a model of
evidence determined by outcome t of experiment
representedwell by [1], but ratherby [3-8], and by brief
E':(Q, S', g) whereS'= {t:t=t(x), xES}.
finalcommentsin this article.
A self-contained account is given of the implicationsamong the sufficiency,
conditionalityand likelihood axioms of statistical evidence for the discrete
case. These include a previously unpublished derivation of sufficiencyfrom
conditionality.
The nondiscretecase is discussed withreferenceto the same relation,and to the significanceof nonuniquedeterminationof density and likelihood functions.The writer'scurrentviews on this problem area are indicated
briefly.

The axiomsofstatisticalevidenceto be consideredare:

2. AXIOMSAND IMPLICATIONS
IN THE
DISCRETECASE

Conditionality (C): If h(x) is an ancillary statistic,then

Ev(E, x) =Ev(Eh, x), whereh =h(x).
Let E denote any specifiedmathematicalmodel of an
Likelihood (L): If, forsome c>O, f(x, 0) =cf*(x*, 0) for all
experiment:E = (Q, S, f), where S = {x} is the discrete
oEQ, thenEv(E, x) =Ev(E*, x*).
sample space, Q = IO1 is the parameter space, and
statistic,thenEv(E, x)
Sufficiency(S): If t(x) is a sufficient
= Ev(E', t), wheret = t(x).
f =f (x, 0) = Prob(X = x I8) denotes the elementaryprobaWeak sufficiency(S'): If, forsome c >0, f(x, 0) =cf(x*, 0) for
bilityfunction(pdf), foreach x, 0. For each x, (E, x) is a
all 0 E%, thenEv(E, x) = Ev(E, x*).
modelof (an instanceof) statisticalevidence.A judgment
Mathematical equivalence (M): If f(x, 0) =f(x', 0) for all
that two such models with common parameter space
0 EQ, then Ev(E, x) =Ev(E, x').
representequivalentstatisticalevidenceis representedby
Axiom (S') will be discussed in the Section 3 and is
writingEv(E, x) = Ev(E*, x*). Only modelswiththe same
here forconvenience.
included
parameterspace will be compared for possible equivAxiom
(M) formalizesthesimplestcase ofthe "natural"
alence.
"obvious" judgment or assertion) that two
(or
concept
Some readers of [1] and subsequent discussionshave
of
evidenceare to be consideredequivamodels
statistical
foundit disconcertingthat the range of the functionEv
in the mannerof labelling sample
if
only
differ
they
lent
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Concepts of StatisticalEvidence
and (1, 0) have the same probabilities0(1 -0), foreach 0.
In the case where0 = .1 or .5 only,we may representE
explicitlyin matrixformthus:
E = (f(x, 0)) = (f(j, i))

=

/.01 .09 .09 .81
25 .25 .25 .25

(M) implies, and is typifiedby, the judgment that
Ev(E, 2) =Ev(E, 3). Such a concept seems implicit in
most discussionsof the other concepts of evidence consideredhere.This conceptwas expressedin [1, p. 278] as
part of the basis forgeneraldiscussion,but was not formalized. The derivationsthere mightbe said to depend
tacitlyon (M), in thesensethat theyproceedfromaxioms
each logicallystrongerthan (M).
Howeverthe derivationof (S) from(C), not includedin
[1], requiresapplication of such a concept,of which the
forpresentpurposes.
simplecase formalizedas (M) suffices
The followingtheoremswill be proved:
Theorem1: (C) and (M) jointlyimply (L).
Theorem2: (L)-->(S)---(S')--+(M).
(C)

Corollary:(C) and (M) jointlyimply (S).
Theorem3: Each of the threeimplications
(L) +-(S) --(S') +-(M)
is false.
The corollarv followsimmediatelyfromTheorems 1
and 2. The followingproofof Theorem 1 is adapted from
[2]; the derivationis similarto that of Lemma 2 in [1].
The methodindicated in [1, p. 279] is inadequate since
it applies just to the restricted(thoughimportant)class
ofexamplesin whichan ancillaryand a sufficient
statistic
are independent. Its inadequacy was shown indepen-

dentlyby Joshi[9].

By (2.1) and (2.2) we have
Ev(E, x') = Ev(E', y'),
completingthe proof.
in
Proofof Theorem2: (L)->(S): Suppose t is sufficient
E, and determinesthe experimentE' = (Q, S', f') by the
t=t(x), S'= {t} =t(S),
transformation
f'(t, 8) = Et(X)=tf(X, 8).

(A)

As is well known (see e.g., [10, p. 191 ff.]),a statistic
in E = (Q, S, f) only if t(x) = t(x') implies
t(x) is sufficient
that forsome c>0, f(x, 8) =cf(x', 8) forall 8. Thus (A)
has theformf'(t,8) =cf(x, 8), wheret=t(x), forsome c>0.
Thus ift(x) = t,the same likelihoodfunctionis determined
by (E, x) and by (E', t); that is, the latter two models
satisfy the hypothesisof (L). Assuming (L), we have
Ev(E, x) = Ev(E', t), where t= t(x), which is the conclusion of (S).
(S)-*(S'): Suppose that,forsomec>O,f(x', 8) = cf(x",8)
for all 8. Then (see, e.g., [10, p. 191 ff.]) the statistic t
which transformseach point of S into itself,except for
Assuming (S),
x", which it carriesinto x', is sufficient.
we obtain Ev(E, x') = Ev(E', t') and Ev(E, x") = Ev(E', t'),
where t' =t(x') =t(x"). Hence Ev(E, x') =Ev(E, x"), the
conclusionof (S').
(S')-+ (M): Upon settingc = 1 in (S'), we obtain (M).
(L)-+(C): If h(x) is ancillary in E, then f(x, 8)
= g(h)f(xI h, 8), whereg is a pdfindependentof 8. Without
essential loss of generalitywe may assume g(h)>O, for
each h. Thus the precedingequation has the formof the
hypothesisof (L), with respect to (E, x) and (Eh, x).
Assuming (L), we obtain Ev(E, x) = Ev(Eh, x) where
h =h(x), the conclusionof (C). This completesthe proof
of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem3: To show that (S) does not imply
Proofof Theorem1: Let E and E' denote any two ex(L), note that
perimentshaving the commonparameterspace Q = {01,
and representedby pdf'sf(x,0), g(y,0) on theirrespective
Ev(
], 1)
8 1) = Ev([
sample spaces S= {x}, S'= {y}. Let x', y' be any two
outcomesof E, E' respectivelywhichdeterminethe same
stalikelihood function;that is, f(x', 0) =cg(y', 0) for all 0, is impliedby (L), but not by (5), since no sufficient
wherec is somepositiveconstant.Considerthe (hypothet- tistictransformsone of these models into the other.
To show that (S') does not imply (S), note that
ical) mixtureexperimentE* whose componentsare just
E and E', taken withrespectiveprobabilitiesk = 1/(1+c)
E(.01 .18 .811
and 1-k = c/(1+ c). Denotingby z thegenericoutcomeof
.25 .50 .25i
E*, and by h(z, 0) its pdf,we find
((.01
.09 .09 .811
2)
I
=Ev
h(x',0) = kf(x',0) = (1
g(y',0)
L.25 .25 .25 .25

$

= (1

-

under (S) but not under (S'). (The latter applies only to
cases with commonE.)
To show that (1\'1)does not imply(S'), note that

k)g(y',0) = h(y', 0) foreach 0.

Hence by (M) we have
Ev(E*, x') = Ev(E*, y').

(2.1)

By (C) we have
Ev(E*, x')
Ev(E*, y')

=
=

Ev(E, x'), and(2)
Ev(E', y').

(22

Ev([

],

1)

=

Ev([

], 2)

under(S') but not under (M). This completesthe proofof
Theorem 3.
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The role of (M) in the proof of Theorem 1 makes it
plausibleifnot obvious that (C) does not imply (M).
3. THE NONDISCRETE
CASE

This may be replaced,foreach respective0, by
4+(-0)
-0(y-)

if y is rational,
otherwise,

3.1. In discretemodels, if underlyingmeasures more
withoutaffectingany purpose of probabilityor mathegeneralthantheusual countingmeasureare allowed,then
matical statistics which depends exclusively on probaadoption of an axiom of the formof (M), formulatedin
bilities. This,change is analogous to replacingthe usual
termsof generaldensities,is tantamountto adoption of
statisticy by the statistic
(minimal)sufficient
(S'), the principalpart of the sufficiency
concept.For example, equal densitiesf(x, 0) =f(x', 0), 0EQ, multiplied
(0 if y is rational
by positiveunequal underlyingpointmeasures,u(x),,u(x'),
y otherwise.
give proportionalprobabilitiesf(x, O)/.(x),f(x', O)/.(x%)
(ER,as specifiedin (S'), whichwas formulatedwithreferAs is well known,the latterhas the same distributionsas
ence just to countingmeasure.
y, and may thus replace y for all purposes where only
The situationis similarin nondiscretecases whereprobprobabilitiesare relevant.In factt(y) is a one-to-onefuncabilities are specified by density functionsrelative to
tion of the likelihoodfunctionL1(0, y) =fi(y, 0), while y
some underlyingmeasure.It appears difficult
in this case
is a one-to-onefunctionof the more familiarlikelihood
to formulateand interpretany non-trivialgeneralconcept
functionL(0, y) =f(y, 0). (Both y and t(y) are maximum
ofmathematicalequivalence comparablewithbut weaker
likelihood estimators, with respect to the respective,
than (S'). In this case (S') and (C) imply (L), as can be
mathematicallyequivalent, specificationsof the same
proved by the same methodof derivationused forThemodel.)
orem 1, and forLemma 2 in [1].
3.2. Joshi [9] has questionedboth the validity of the
CONSIDERATIONS
4. EXTRA-MATHEMATICAL
derivation of Lemma 2 in [1], and the consistencyof
The preceding considerationsshow that the applied
applications of the likelihoodaxiom, on the basis of the
ofresearchdata oftenmay,
well-knownnonuniqueness of density functionsin the probabilistand theinterpreter
nondiscretecase. Althoughmeasure-theoretic
considera- and sometimesmust, choose one among certain equivationswerenot treatedexplicitlyin [1], theywereobserved lent (a.e.,u.)formsofdensitiesand/orstatistics.They also
validly and consistently,as the followingcommentswill show that any possible basis forpreferenceamong such
alternatives,for example a preferencefor y ratherthan
make clear.
Throughout [1] (beginningon p. 274) it was assumed t(y) as an estimator,lies outside of mathematicalprobthata modelE ofan experiment"is representedby a spec- abilitytheoryand mathematicalstatisticsas such. (For a
ifiedelementaryprobabilityfunctionf(x, 0)" withrespect discussion of somewhat comparable questions in other
to a given underlyingmeasure.In nondiscretecases, the areas of applied mathematics,see [13].)
experimentercan in principle choose (before taking
A preferencesuch as that fory ratherthan t(y) is someobservations) a specific probability density function times explained as based on a kind of concreterealism.
(among alternativeequivalent forms).This is analogous Since actual observations are usually discrete due to
to the choice of any statisticbeforetaking observations; roundingoff,any density functionmust be interpreted
and forour purposes it is in fact a choice of a statistic, only as a part of a formulagivingapproximationsto the
sinc^ethe likelihoodfunctionis a statistic.The axioms of possible discrete distributionsof actual observations.
statistical evidence, and the derivationsrelating them, Thus if all outcomesare roundedoffto rational numbers
thus concernany fixedspecifiedformof a statistic (suffi- y, then (referring
to densitiesdefinedabove) f(y, 0)Ayis
cient; ancillary; likelihoodfunction;or (E, x) itself),as a better approximationformulafor the probabilitiesof
that formmay in principlebe selected beforeobserva- interestthan f'(y, 0)Ay since at rational y the latter is
tion. Thus arbitrarinessand inconsistenciesamong alter- zero. More generally,such preferencesmay be expressed
native possible selections are limited,as usual in prob- by choosing,among possible formsequivalent to f(y, 0)
ability and mathematical statistics, to sample points (a.e.,.), formscontinuousin y and 0 jointly.
having total probabilityzero, foreach parameterpoint.
I believe it is possible to supportsuch preferencesalso
Moreoveron the basis of any givenfixedchoice,the deri- by somewhat distinct and deeper considerations,based
vationsand possible applicationsrequireno qualification, on the structureof a scientificdiscipline,includingits
even with respectto any singlesample point.
empirical and theoretical aspects. However these lie
We may illustrateby the example of a sample of one beyond the scope of this article.
observationnormallydistributedwith unit variance and
Although the preceding sections seem clearly to lie
unknownmean 0. The usual densityfunction(with re- withinthe scope of mathematicalstatistics,of course the
spect to Lebesgue measure) is
conceptsof statisticalevidence themselvesand the questions consideredin the precedingparagraphsof this section are not subsumedin any mathematicaldisciplineas
f(y,0) = qS(y- 0) (1/V/27) exp - 2(Y - )2.

Evidence
Conceptsof Statistical
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such but may be betterdescribed as parts of theoretical isticians,philosophersand historiansof science,and subregardedas a disciplineconcernedwiththe con- stantivescientistssuch as geneticists.
statistics,
cepts and problems which link mathematical statistics
[ReceivedFebruary1971. RevisedMarch 1972.]
in scientificresearch
withapplicationsand interpretations
and othercontexts.(Theoreticalstatisticsin such a sense
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